Functional characteristics of spontaneously active neurons in rat dorsal cochlear nucleus in vitro.
1. The cochlear nucleus of rat brain stem slices was explored with extracellular microelectrodes to determine the distribution and characteristics of spontaneously active neurons. 2. In mapping experiments few spontaneously active neurons were found in anteroventral or posteroventral divisions of the cochlear nucleus. In contrast, spontaneously active neurons (N = 648) were widely distributed in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN), especially its more superficial part. The density (neurons per penetration) was greatest 100-400 microns from the lateral surface of DCN, corresponding approximately to the fusiform soma layer and closely adjacent portions of the molecular and deeper regions. In penetrations with active neurons as many as 13 were found, with a mean of 4.3 neurons per penetration. Activity was found along the entire dorsomedial-ventrolateral extent of the nucleus, across the tonotopic representation. 3. Most neurons were readily categorized according to the spike interval pattern as regular (40%), bursting (30%), or irregular (30%). Regular and bursting patterns were highly stable, but few bursting neurons were found in relatively inactive slices. Although there was extensive overlap in location, bursting neurons were significantly closer to the lateral edge of the slice. Also, they were more likely to have initially negative action potentials than regular or irregular neurons. 4. A high density of spontaneous firing, including regular, bursting, and irregular patterns, was observed in slices containing only DCN and adjacent fiber tracts, with other nuclear structures trimmed away. 5. When the K+ concentration of the perfusion medium was decreased from 6.25 to 3.25 mM firing rates of regular neurons decreased moderately without changes in pattern. In contrast, firing rates of most bursting and irregular neurons showed large increases, and bursts were prolonged. 6. When the K+ concentration was increased from 6.25 to 9.25 or 12.25 mM regular neurons showed moderate increases in rate without changes in pattern. Effects on firing rates differed among bursting and irregular neurons, but bursts usually increased in frequency and decreased in duration, and irregular neurons showed some burst firing. 7. When Ca2+ was decreased to 0.2 mM and Mg2+ increased to 3.8 or 7.8 mM regular neurons did not change in pattern of firing although firing rates increased or decreased moderately. Bursting neurons showed large increases in the durations of the bursts. Firing rates of bursting neurons usually increased during 0.2 mM Ca2+ -3.8 mM Mg2+ but typically decreased, after an initial rise, during 0.2 mM Ca2+ -7.8 mM Mg2+.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)